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Media concentration and its potential impact on politics and culture has become a big topic around the world, from Italy to Australia, and reaching even Iceland. In America, Congress last year received almost a million angry letters from across the political spectrum when the Federal Communications Commission tried unsuccessfully to loosen ownership restrictions.

Both opponents and supporters of ownership relaxation conducted the debate with remarkable self-righteousness, perhaps because both are in a way correct. Data from my forthcoming book, Media Ownership and Concentration in America, show that US mass media have, in the aggregate, indeed steadily increased in concentration since 1988. But they also show that the concentration on a national basis is usually fairly low by the standards of US antitrust. Here, the official US government guidelines define an unconcentrated industry as having a "Hirschmann-Herfindahl Index" of less than 1,000. The HHI is the sum of the squares of the market shares, or Ss. For example, if a local radio station market consisted of two companies with 40 per cent each, and of two companies with 10 per cent each, it would have an HHI of 3,400. Markets with an HHI above 1,800 are defined as highly concentrated, while markets with an HHI below 1,000 are deemed to be unconcentrated.

By that antitrust standard, many media industries are unconcentrated. Our study shows that even radio, the poster child for growing media concentration, had in 2002 a national HHI of only 469, which is quite low. For TV station ownership it was 152; for newspapers, 254; for film distribution, 1,072; and for
cable TV, 1,380. (Concentration is much higher locally, given the smaller markets. For radio, it is 2,400, and for newspapers and cable it has long been above 7,000. Rarely is there more than one local newspaper in a city. But that type of concentration is usually not affected by national mergers, and is a separate question we will reach later).

Compare these numbers with those of other industries. Just for example, video game consoles have an HHI of 4,494; for cellular handsets the number is 1,967 - much higher without unleashing anything like the same passion about concentration.

The reason for this discrepancy is that most people desire a greater diversity in their media sources than in their computer hardware. They want more choices for themselves, and for the political process. Therefore, the question arises of whether the traditional antitrust measure of the HHI is appropriate for media.

The issue is partly whether the concentration threshold for media should be lower, and also whether the HHI methodology itself accounts sufficiently for media pluralism. For example, in the radio example above, if the two smaller stations were replaced by 20 stations, each with 1 per cent of the market, the HHI would decline only slightly, from 3400 to 3220. Yet the diversity of the local radio market would clearly be significantly increased by the presence of 18 additional radio station providers.

To deal with that issue, the FCC introduced a new "Diversity Index", which counted each media outlet as a "voice". But this approach disregarded the size of the stations or newspapers. It equated the New York Times with the Poughkeepsie Gazette, since both happen to be in the same media market. That approach was repudiated in June by a federal court, which declined to accord the agency even the usual deference to its expertise. This leaves the question of how to measure concentration and pluralism in media wide open.

Pluralism is important. But there is no conceptual, practical or legal way to officially define and measure the vigour of a marketplace in ideas. The best one can do is to count voices, and assume that in a competitive system, diversity of information increases with the number of its sources.

Yet market power is also undeniably important. The antitrust HHI is a pretty good litmus test for market power, but it does not make allowance for pluralism. As a radio listener, I am better off with another 20 stations on the dial or another newspaper sold at the news kiosk, even if few people listen to or read them. Their availability provides an option that carries value even if it is unexercised by most readers or authors.

The conclusion is that one should not have to choose between a measure of market power (the HHI) or of pluralism (the number of voices) but ought to incorporate both. I therefore propose that one replace the FCC Diversity Index and the HHI with another diversity index. Such an index would take the HHI as a measure of market power, and divide it by the square root of the number of voices. The index would be $S/n$. Thus, the less concentrated and the more numerically diverse a market is, the lower the index. To keep the index practical there should be a cut-off of a minimal size for a voice. One per cent seems a reasonable floor: small but not trivial.

This leaves the question of what the concentration thresholds ought to be. This is a matter of policy, taste and market size. To some people, one voice is plenty so long as it agrees with them. Others would want to assure almost every perspective its voice, regardless of how minor. For an order of magnitude, an index of 500 would be the result of about 7.5 equal voices, or of four voices with a market share of 20 per cent each, with the remainder shared between seven other small players. Today, radio, TV stations and newspapers are below that number nationally, while cable TV is close to it,
and TV networks are above. The music industry's recently approved merger between BMG and Sony exceeds that threshold. As a national figure, 500 seems in the ballpark for a threshold. At 300, there would be about ten equally sized companies, or a lot of small ones. The range between 300 and 500 is one of moderate concentration.

The formula, slightly modified, could also be used for the concentration of all media in the aggregate, since a company might have no special market power in any particular medium but be involved in several media so that overall it would hold significant power, especially if it were to have multiple holdings in one city.

The desired media concentration threshold would depend on the size of the market. For a local market, or for a smaller country, it would be different than for the giant American national market. As an illustration of the concept, such a function could be: Diversity Threshold = 10,000 x (population size of the market) / 100,000 population, at an index of 1,000, which translates to about 4.6 independent voices. In a market of a million people, the formula would result in 6.3 equal-sized voices. And for the US as a whole, the overall threshold would be an index of 200, the equivalent of 13.5 voices if they are equal-sized, or for example 4 companies of 15 per cent each, 4 companies of 5 per cent each, and 17 companies of 1.2 per cent each.

Some people will oppose this approach. They might suspect darkly that it means a loosening - or tightening - of the existing rules. But that is a question of where the thresholds would be set, not of the methodology itself. Others might argue that no intervention at all is warranted, since markets will generate competitive entry and diversity. In that case, fine, there would be no need to ever use any media diversity test. But suppose that market power does emerge? What then? After all, the economics of media and information, with their high fixed costs and low reproduction costs, create strong economies of scale that often favour concentration. In any event, such a laissez-faire approach is highly unlikely in the real world, considering the FCC's debacle in Congress and the courts in trying to loosen the rules even a bit.

To still others, any numerical test is suspect as mechanistic. They would prefer a case-by-case consideration of many factors relevant to a media market. But this would leave a judgment call over media ownership to government officials able to reward friends and punish enemies, or enable powerful media companies to thwart unfavourable decisions - both undesirable options given the inherently adversarial relationship of government and media. This argues for a relatively clear-cut test, with a relatively clear-cut methodology. And to allow for truly special circumstances, it would be what lawyers call a rebuttable presumption, not an inflexible rule.

Given the contentiousness of the issue, it would be best to create such a system in advance rather than to do so ad hoc, ad hominem and ad infinitum.
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